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SUMMARY
Human gliogenesis remains poorly understood, and derivation of astrocytes fromhuman pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) is inefficient and

cumbersome. Here, we report controlled glial differentiation fromhPSCs that bypasses neurogenesis, which otherwise precedes astroglio-

genesis during brain development and in vitro differentiation. hPSCs were first differentiated into radial glial cells (RGCs) resembling resi-

dent RGCs of the fetal telencephalon, andmodulation of specific cell signaling pathways resulted in direct and stepwise induction of key

astroglial markers (NFIA, NFIB, SOX9, CD44, S100B, glial fibrillary acidic protein [GFAP]). Transcriptomic and genome-wide epigenetic

mapping and single-cell analysis confirmed RGC-to-astrocyte differentiation, obviating neurogenesis and the gliogenic switch. Detailed

molecular and cellular characterization experiments uncovered new mechanisms and markers for human RGCs and astrocytes. In sum-

mary, establishment of a glia-exclusive neural lineage progression model serves as a unique serum-free platform of manufacturing large

numbers of RGCs and astrocytes for neuroscience, disease modeling (e.g., Alexander disease), and regenerative medicine.
INTRODUCTION

Neuroglia were first described by Rudolf Virchow in 1846 as

a connective substance, or ‘‘brain glue,’’ that appeared to

surround the nervous elements. Ramón y Cajal predicted

the importance of astrocytes and dedicated a significant

body of work to their morphological characterization (Gar-

cia-Marin et al., 2007). Astrocytes, the most abundant cell

type in the central nervous system (CNS), control structural

and functional properties of the human brain (e.g., blood-

brain barrier, neurotrophic support, synaptogenesis,

synaptic pruning, neurotransmitter uptake, ionic milieu

control in the extracellular space, innate and adaptive im-

munity, neural repair, and others) (Liddelow et al., 2017;

Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010; Verkhratsky and Ketten-

mann, 1996; Wilton et al., 2019). Impairment of these

functions can contribute to disorders such as autism, epi-

lepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

and others (Molofsky et al., 2012; Sloan and Barres, 2014;

Zuchero and Barres, 2015).

During CNS development, early neuroepithelial cells

give rise to RGCs, which generate large numbers of neurons

in the cortical plate and provide a glial scaffold for migra-

tory neurons (neurogenic phase) (Noctor et al., 2001;

Schmechel and Rakic, 1979). After the progressive waves

of neurogenesis, RGCs differentiate into astrocytes and

then, later, into oligodendrocytes (gliogenic phase) (De-
This is an open access article under the C
neen et al., 2006; Hirabayashi et al., 2009; Naka et al.,

2008; Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010). The invariance of

this sequence, neurogenesis followed by gliogenesis, is

highly conserved throughout vertebrate phylogeny (De-

neen et al., 2006). Despite an improved understanding of

the spatiotemporal gene-regulatory networks controlling

CNS morphogenesis, little is known about the precise

cell-intrinsic mechanisms and extracellular signals that co-

ordinate the genesis of human RGCs and their differentia-

tion into astrocytes.

Previous reports generated astrocytes from hPSCs by pro-

longed culture for 6 months and longer, which seemed

necessary to recapitulate the neurogenic-to-gliogenic fate

switch (Krencik et al., 2011; Sloan et al., 2017; Velasco

et al., 2019). These strategies often required fetal bovine

serum (FBS) and cell sorting approaches to enrich for astro-

cyte-like cells (Leventoux et al., 2020; Sloan et al., 2017;

Tcw et al., 2017). Moreover, to accelerate the onset of astro-

cyte differentiation, recent reports ectopically expressed

specific transcription factors in fibroblasts and induced

pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived neural stem cells

(NSCs) (Caiazzo et al., 2015; Canals et al., 2018). Here, we

developed a differentiationmethod that follows the princi-

ples of developmental biology that is stepwise and

controlled but also scalable and efficient, as required for

clinical applications. We first defined conditions for gener-

ation of human RGCs, a cell type that is largely
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understudied. These pure cultures of RGCs were then

coaxed exclusively into astrocytes without going through

an obligated neurogenic phase. Using this efficient strategy

and a robotic cell culture system, we were able to manufac-

ture astrocytes at industrial scale and present a versatile

resource to elucidate human glial biology.
RESULTS

Efficient conversion of hPSCs into RGCs

All experiments described here were performed using hu-

man embryonic stem cell (hESC) and iPSC lines that were

continuously cultured under feeder-free, chemically defined

conditions using Essential 8 (E8) medium and vitronectin

(VN) as a coating substrate. To improve reproducibility, a

defined number of hPSCs (10,000 cells/cm2) was plated on

VN-coated dishes in E8 medium supplemented with Chro-

man 1, Emricasan, Polyamines, and trans-ISRIB (CEPT)

small-molecule cocktail for 24 h, which promotes optimal

cell survival (Chen et al., 2021). On the following day, the

cells were exposed to Astro-1 medium (Figure 1A; experi-

mental procedures), formulated to modulate several cell

signaling pathways with importance for RGC differentia-

tion, including NOTCH and JAK/STAT (Deverman and Pat-

terson, 2009).DailyAstro-1mediumchanges resulted in effi-

cient neuralization and formation of large numbers of
Figure 1. Controlled RGC differentiation from hPSCs
(A) Schematic depicting RGC and astrocyte differentiation from hPSCs
experimental procedures for details).
(B) Representative immunostaining of RGC cultures (day 7), showin
(NCRM5). See Figure S1 for experimental replicates in hESCs (WA09)
(C) Representative immunostaining of RGCs (day 7, NCRM5) and neur
(D) High-content microscopy image analysis of RGC cultures (day 7, W
regions of ZO-1 expression are depicted by a mask in yellow.
(E) Quantification of ROI in one hESC (WA09) and two iPSC lines (NCR
imaged using 103 magnification and the Opera Phenix high-content
images, and different colors of data points represent replicate wells; n
for each experimental condition. Three independent hPSC lines were
(F) Heatmap showing differentially expressed RGC genes after neural
independent differentiation experiments are shown in the heatmap (
(G and H) In situ hybridization of the human fetal cortex at post-
PAX6 (H). Note the absence of PAX6 from the cortical plate and the la
Source of images: Allen Brain Atlas.
(I) Western blot analysis of OCT4, PAX6, FABP7, and SOX9. See the d
Astro-1 versus dSMADi. RGCs (Astro-1) and NPCs (dSMADi) were deriv
(J) BIRC5 expression in RGCs as detected by in situ hybridization (R
medium versus dSMADi (day 7).
(K) Quantification of BIRC5 mRNA transcripts normalized to DAPI+ nu
(L) Representative images of cells labeled for ASPM and PAX6 on day
(M) Quantification of the mitotic spindle protein ASPM normalized to
replicate wells (LiPSC GR 1.1).
All data are presented as mean ± SD. Scale bars, 100 mm.
neural rosettes over the course of 7 days (Figures 1B–1D).

These cells were strongly immunoreactive for the RGC

markers FABP7 (also known as brain lipid-binding protein

[BLBP]), PAX6, and the proliferation marker KI-67

(Figures 1B and1C). Two additional hPSC lineswere success-

fully differentiated into rosette-forming RGCs expressing

FABP7 and PAX6 (Figures S1A and S1B). We then compared

the neural rosettes generated with our strategy with awidely

used neural inductionmethod known as dual SMAD inhibi-

tion (dSMADi) (Chambers et al., 2009).We performed unbi-

ased high-content imaging of neuralized cultures (day 7) af-

ter performing immunocytochemistry for the tight junction

marker ZO-1 to label the lumens of neural rosettes (Elkabetz

et al., 2008; Figure 1D). Image analysis of regions of interest

(ROIs) showed increased values in three independent cell

lines indicating improved neural rosette structures with

Astro-1 medium versus dSMADi (Figure 1E). Next, we per-

formed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) experiments to compare

our novel neural induction strategy with dSMADi. Neural

cells generated by Astro-1 versus dSMADi were different in

their expression of RGC genes (Figure 1F). After normaliza-

tion to gene expression in pluripotent cells, 44 genes were

found to be differentially expressed, with Astro-1 inducing

37 genes and dSMADi inducing 7 genes. Of those 37 genes,

15 geneswere reported to be enriched in brain-derived RGCs

(Nowakowski et al., 2017): BNIP3, HIST1HD, HMMR,

KIF20A, TRIM24, ASPM, BIRC5, CACHD1, FAT1, HIST1H1B,
using chemically defined Astro-1, Astro-2, and Astro-3 media (see

g neural rosettes expressing PAX6 and FABP7 derived from iPSCs
and iPSCs (LiPSC GR 1.1).
al rosettes expressing the proliferation marker KI-67 and PAX6.
A09), showing neural rosettes expressing ZO-1. ROI is defined as the

M5 and LiPSC GR 1.1). The central area of a well (6 well plate) was
imager (PerkinElmer). Data points in bar graphs represent analyzed
R 132 fields of view analyzed from a minimum of 2 replicate wells
tested.
induction with dSMADi and Astro-1. Samples obtained from three
LiPSC GR 1.1).
conceptual week 15, demonstrating expression of FABP7 (G) and
teral and medial ganglionic eminence (LGE and MGE, respectively).

ifference in FABP7 and SOX9 between cultures differentiated with
ed from LiPSC GR 1.1.
NA-scope) after differentiation of iPSCs (LiPSC GR 1.1) in Astro-1

clei; n = 4 replicate wells.
7 (LiPSC GR 1.1).
PAX6+ cells after differentiation with Astro-1 versus dSMADi; n = 4
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HIST1H1C, HIST1H1E, HIST2H2BE, LDHA, and NUSAP1. In

contrast, one RGC gene, PSAP, was induced by dSMADi.

The atypical cadherin FAT1 controls RGC proliferation,

and its loss leads to abnormal radial glia morphology and

neural tube defects (Badouel et al., 2015). We found that

FAT1 was strongly expressed by neural rosettes (Figure S1E

and S1F). Moreover, the RGC marker FABP7 was expressed

at higher levels in cells generated with Astro-1 versus

dSMADi, whereas PAX6 was expressed at comparable levels,

and OCT4 was undetectable in either condition on day 7

(Figure 1I). Notably, FABP7 is widely expressed by RGCs

across the developing brain, whereas PAX6 is restricted to

the more anterior regions, such as the dorsal forebrain and

diencephalon (Figures 1G and 1H; source: Allen BrainAtlas).

SOX9 is an important regulator of glial cell fate (Kang et al.,

2012) and was also expressed at higher levels in cells treated

with Astro-1 (Figure 1I). Other genes of interest are BIRC5

(SURVIVIN) and ASPM, which control RGC symmetric cell

division and maintenance in vivo (Fish et al., 2006; Jiang

et al., 2005). Quantitative in situ hybridization (RNA-scope)

showed that BIRC5 transcripts were higher in Astro-1 versus

dSMADi (Figures 1J and 1K). Similarly, a trend increase was

noted for the mitotic spindle assembly protein ASPM in cul-

tures treated with Astro-1 (Figures 1L and 1M). Next, we

tested whether these RGCs could be patterned by using

developmental cues. Indeed, the telencephalic marker

FOXG1 was reduced when CHIR99021 (a WNT activator)

was added to Astro-1medium (Figure S1M), whereas expres-

sion of the hindbrain marker HOXA2 was induced (Fig-

ure S1O). Adding FGF8 and CHIR99021 to Astro-1 medium

reduced FOXG1 expression (Figure S1M) without HOXA2

induction (Figure S1O), while OTX2 expression was de-

tected (Figure S1N), suggesting a midbrain-like identity.

These findings were confirmed by using 3 different hPSC

lines. Importantly, this experiment also validated FOXG1

protein expression in RGCs (Figure S1M). Collectively, we

conclude that Astro-1 medium differentiates hPSCs directly

into early RGCs with improved cell type identity compared

with dSMADi.

The activated epidermal growth factor (EGF) pathway

contributes to RGC-to-astrocyte differentiation at the

expense of neurogenesis

To culture proliferative RGCs in Astro-1 medium, it was

important to passage cells at defined time points to avoid

overcrowded cultures that can result in cell contact inhibi-

tion and compromise directed differentiation. Cells were

passaged on days 7, 11, and 14 and plated at 20,000,

30,000, and 40,000 cell/cm2, respectively, to compensate

for the decreased proliferation rate over time. Cells were

passaged in the presence of the CEPT cocktail (Chen

et al., 2021). By day 15, all cells adopted a flat morphology,

and approximately 50% of the cells expressed the glial
4 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–20 j August 8, 2023
marker S100B (Figures S1G and S1H). At this stage, we

removed LDN-193189 and platelet-derived growth factor

(PDGF)-AA and added a lipid supplement to provide a

more enriched medium (Astro-2 medium), which was

necessary when culturing cells in the absence of animal

serum (Figure 1A; experimental procedures). Astro-2 me-

dium supplemented with lipids enabled glial differentia-

tion completely under serum-free conditions (experi-

mental procedures). S100B+ cells were less proliferative,

and passaging was carried out twice (days 18 and 23). We

compared our approach with previous strategies that used

either themitogens EGF and FGF2 or serum-based differen-

tiation (FBS + LIF) to promote the gliogenic switch (Krencik

et al., 2011; Tchieu et al., 2019). When RGCs were treated

with Astro-1 for 1 week followed by another week of

Astro-2 treatment, the critical gliogenic transcription factor

nuclear factor Ia (NFIA) (Deneen et al., 2006; Tchieu et al.,

2019) was strongly induced. In contrast, NFIA was

completely absent when RGCs were treated with EGF/

FGF2 or 2% FBS and LIF (Figures 2A–2C). Strikingly, the

neuronal marker beta-tubulin 3 (TUBB3) was not induced

in cultures differentiated with the Astro-1/Astro-2 combi-

nation, whereas the two other tested conditions strongly

induced TUBB3 (Figure 2D). We also noted that the glia

marker CD133 (prominin-1) was expressed at higher levels

after Astro-1/Astro-2 treatment (Figure 2E). To further

examine whether the Astro-1/Astro-2 combination is

more potent at inducing NFIA, we tested different treat-

ment combinations over the course of 21 days (Figure S2A).

Again, by using 3 different hPSC lines, we observed that the

strongest average NFIA protein induction was due to Astro-

1/Astro-2 treatment (Figures S2B and S2D). Interestingly,

dSMADi followed by cell expansion with EGF/FGF2 re-

sulted in the strongest TUBB3 induction (Figures S2B and

S2D). Collectively, these experiments not only underscored

the importance of Astro-1/Astro-2 media for glia-exclusive

differentiation but also demonstrated that RGCs were

capable of neuronal fate choice. Next, because Astro-1/

Astro-2 media do not include EGF receptor ligands (Fig-

ure 1A; experimental procedures) but EGF receptor

(EGFR) signaling has been implicated in gliogenesis (Bur-

rows et al., 1997), we further investigated a role of the

EGF pathway. To this end, we compared EGFR expression

and downstream signaling under three different condi-

tions using three different hPSC lines. Treatment groups

included (1) dSMADi followed by EGF/FGF2 treatment,

(2) Astro-1/Astro-2, and (3) Astro-1/Astro-2 combined

with EGF/FGF2 treatment. Strikingly, strong expression of

EGFR was found in all three cell lines after Astro-1/Astro-

2 treatment but not when other conditions were used (Fig-

ure 2F). This correlated with strong phosphorylation of

AKT (Figures 2F and 2G), suggesting that Astro-1/Astro-2

treatment resulted in activated EGF pathway signaling.
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We also observed that Astro-1/Astro-2 increased phosphor-

ylation of ERK1/2, although variability was found across

the different cell lines and treatment conditions (Fig-

ure 2H). Unexpectedly, exogenous administration of EGF/

FGF2 suppressed EGFR expression and AKT phosphoryla-

tion. This finding warrants future investigation, but the ex-

periments described above suggested an important role of

EGFR signaling in human gliogenesis even in the absence

of recombinant EGF. Next, when culturing cells in

Astro-2 until day 30 (Figure 1A), virtually all cells expressed

CD44, and more than 85% of total cells expressed NFIA

(Figures 2I–2K). At this stage, immunostaining for glial fi-

brillary acidic protein (GFAP) showed a diffuse signal (Fig-

ure S1I), but further maturation in Astro-3 medium (Fig-

ure 1A; experimental procedures) produced typical

morphologies and GFAP expression (Figures S1D and

S1J). Again, this observation was confirmed in several

hPSC lines (Figure S1D). To demonstrate the purity of our

astrocyte cultures, we performed immunostaining and

quantitative analysis, revealing that more than 90% of to-

tal cells expressed the glial marker S100B by day 30, with

only sporadic occurrence of neurons (3% of total cells)

(Figures 2L and 2M). Electron microscopy analysis (days

30 and 50) did not detect neurons, and the derived astro-

cytes were comparable with control astrocytes (Figure S1J),

displaying star-shaped morphologies (Figure 2O) and

abundant cytoplasmic intermediate filaments (Figures 2Q
Figure 2. Efficient glial differentiation of RGCs with Astro-1 and
(A) Experimental design to compare different neural precursors and m
(B) Western blot analysis of RGCs and neural precursors (day 7) and a
and Astro-2 (A1+ A2), or 2% FBS + LIF (10 ng/mL) (NCRM5).
(C–E) Quantification of western blots normalized to GAPDH and perform
after different treatments. Note the strong expression of NFIA and C
TUBB3. Three independent experiments were performed (NCRM5).
(F) Western blot analysis of day 21 cultures treated with (1) dSMADi
Astro-1/Astro-2 supplemented with EGF/FGF2 (25 ng/mL each). Rep
NCRM5).
(G and H) Quantification of phosphorylated proteins normalized to t
Tyr204). Shown are replicates of 3 different hPSC lines (WA09, LiPSC
(I and J) Astrocytes expressing CD44, NFIA, and VIMENTIN on day 30 (N
and iPSCs (LiPSC GR 1.1).
(K) Quantification of NFIA+ nuclei normalized to total number of nucl
and LiPSC GR 1.1).
(L) Immunostaining of cultures (day 30), showing S100B and TUBB3
(M) Quantification of S100B- and TUBB3-immunoreactive cells normali
(WA09 and LiPSC GR 1.1).
(N) Immunostaining showing astrocytes with stellate morphology an
replicates (WA09 and LiPSC GR 1.1).
(O) Electron microscopy confirms typical astrocyte morphologies (day
(P) Depiction of zonula adherens at the ultrastructural level (red arro
(Q) Presence of abundant intermediate filaments (red dashed line). Fo
30, day 50 iPSC-astrocytes [NCRM5], and controls [iCell Astrocytes Fu
All data presented as mean ± SD. Scale bars, 100 mm (I, J, L, and N),
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and S1L). Astrocytes were rich in organelles such as the

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi apparatus, indi-

cating secretory activity (Figures S1J and S1K). Well-devel-

oped cell junctions were also frequently observed

(Figures 2P and S1L).

To test whether RGCs could produce other neural cell lin-

eages, we generated brain organoids (Figure S1P) following

a published protocol (Marton et al., 2019). RGCs formed

spheroids (Figure S1Q) and developed neural tube-like

structures (Figures S1P and S1R). In different experiments,

we askedwhether RGCs can be patterned into oligodendro-

cyte precursors (Lager et al., 2018). When SAG21K, an acti-

vator of sonic hedgehog (SHH) signaling, and retinoic acid

were added to Astro-1 medium, OLIG2+ cells were gener-

ated using two different hPSC lines (Figure S1S). Together,

hPSC-derived RGCs displayed appropriate developmental

plasticity and produced various neural lineages under

different conditions.

Transcriptomic changes confirm RGC and fetal-like

astrocyte identity

Time-course RNA-seq experiments were performed to char-

acterize human gliogenesis under defined in vitro condi-

tions. Principal-component analysis (PCA) showed distinct

clustering of samples across six different time points (Fig-

ure 3A). Unbiased comparison of the top 100 differentially

upregulated genes using the ARCHS4 tissue database,
Astro-2
edia.

fter treatment for 2 weeks with EGF/FGF2 (25 ng/mL each), Astro-1

ed in triplicates for NFIA (C), TUBB3 (D), and CD133 (E) expression
D133 after culture in Astro-1/Astro-2 medium and the absence of

(days 0–7) and EGF/FGF2 (days 7–21), (2) Astro-1/Astro-2, or (3)
licates represent 3 different hPSC lines (WA09, LiPSC GR 1.1, and

otal protein for p-AKT (Ser473) expression and p-ERK1/2 (Thr202/
GR 1.1, and NCRM5).
CRM5). See Figure S1 for experimental replicates with hESCs (WA09)

ei (day 30). n = 4 replicate wells for 2 independent cell lines (WA09

expression (LiPSC GR 1.1).
zed to DAPI+ nuclei. n = 4 replicate wells for 2 independent cell lines

d GFAP expression (day 50, NCRM5). See Figure S1 for experimental

50).
wheads).
r ultrastructural analysis, 3 independent samples were included (day
jifilm CDI]). See Figure S1 for more details.
2 mm (O), and 500 nm (P and Q).



Figure 3. Transcriptomic analysis of hPSCs differentiating into RGCs and astrocytes
(A) PCA of time-course RNA-seq experiments of iPSCs (day 0) and differentiating cells (days 7, 14, 21, 30, and 50) (NCRM5).
(B) Heatmap depicting cell-type-specific genes at different time points, including pluripotent cells (day 0), RGCs (days 7 and 14), astroglia
(days 21 and 30), and astrocytes (day 50).
(C) Gene enrichment analysis (ARCHS4 and Enrichr) based on the top 100 differentially upregulated genes (padj) versus hPSCs (day 0)
reveals ‘‘astrocytes’’ as the top hit starting on day 21.
(D) Heatmap with average linkage dendrogram showing induction of astrogliogenic transcription factors (e.g., SOX9, NFIA, and NFIB) and
absence of genes representative of neurogenesis (NEUROG 1/2/3 and EOMES) and oligodendrogenesis (OLIG1/2).
n = 3 independent astrocyte differentiation experiments (NCRM5).
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which contains 84,863 transcriptomes of diverse human

samples, and the gene enrichment platform Enrichr

(Lachmann et al., 2018), underscored stepwise differentia-
tion, resulting in ‘‘astrocyte’’ as the top category by days 21,

30, and 50 (Figure 3B). Heatmap analysis showed cell type-

and stage-specific gene expression and the transcriptional
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–20 j August 8, 2023 7
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changes, consistent with stepwise and controlled gliogene-

sis (Figure 3C). Accordingly, the pluripotency-associated

genes OCT4 and NANOG were downregulated by day 7,

whereas NOTCH1, FABP7, PAX6, NESTIN (NES), NRCAM,

and NCAN were strongly induced in RGCs (Figure 3C), as

also confirmed by immunocytochemistry and western

blot analysis (Figures 1B, 1I, and S1). By days 14 and

21, additional radial glia markers (VIMENTIN [VIM] and

TENASCIN C [TNC]) were expressed by RGCs. By day 30,

cells expressed canonical astrocyte markers (e.g., NFIA,

NFIB, S100B, and CD44) and glutamate transporters

(SLC1A2/EAAT2 and SLC1A3/GLAST). Throughout differ-

entiation (days 0–50), we did not detect induction

of pro-neuronal transcription factors (NEUROGENIN 1,

NEUROGENIN 2,NEUROGENIN 3, and EOMES). In contrast,

the gliogenic transcription factors SOX9, NFIA, and NFIB

(Canals et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b) were strongly ex-

pressed fromday 14 onward (Figure 3D).We also confirmed

the absence of oligodendrocyte precursor markers (OLIG1

and OLIG2) throughout the astrocyte differentiation pro-

cess (Figure 3D). Together, these findings document that

RGCs can be directly differentiated into astrocytes without

going through a neurogenic phase or artificially inducing

the gliogenic switch by forced expression of NFIA in

expanded NSCs (Tchieu et al., 2019).

Next, we compared the transcriptomic profiles of astro-

cytes generated with the present method with previously

published reports differentiating hPSCs (Santos et al.,

2017; Tchieu et al., 2019; Tcw et al., 2017) and primary as-

trocytes from fetal and adult human brains (Zhang et al.,

2016) (Figure 4A). After batch correction based on expres-

sion of 50 ‘‘housekeeping’’ genes, we performed unsuper-

vised hierarchical clustering, focusing on the genes ex-

pressed in human fetal astrocytes (Zhang et al., 2016).

Our serum-free astrocyte cultures and hPSC-astrocytes of

other studies clustered together with samples of primary

fetal astrocytes and away from the primary adult astrocytes

(Figure 4B). In addition, we treated our astrocyte cultures

with 2% FBS, which has been used in other studies (Santos

et al., 2017; Tchieu et al., 2019; Tcw et al., 2017). FBS led to a

strong induction of genes encoding histone proteins

(Figures 4B and 4C), a signature that was also found in pri-

mary human fetal astrocytes (Zhang et al., 2016) but not in
Figure 4. Comparative transcriptomic analysis of hPSC-derived as
(A) PCA plot of iPSCs and astrocytes generated in the present study
performing batch correction.
(B) Hierarchical clustering based on the top 100 genes expressed by pr
that genes regulating histone proteins are strongly induced in iPSC-d
making them more similar to fetal brain-derived astrocytes (red boxe
(C) Gene enrichment analysis of the prominent histone gene cluster
n = 3 independent differentiation experiments (NCRM5) for each of t
(depicted in green and orange in A and B).
hPSC-astrocytes reported previously (Santos et al., 2017;

Tchieu et al., 2019; Tcw et al., 2017). Next, we addressed

whether hPSC-astrocytes showed a distinct regional iden-

tity. To perform this analysis in an unbiased fashion, we

determined gene sets by focusing on the top 10 genes

with the strongest expression across 8 different brain re-

gions during fetal human brain development (CS22) (Eze

et al., 2021). Heatmap clustering analysis demonstrated

strong expression of cortical markers such as LHX2,

TCF4, FEZF2, and FGFR3 in the primary adult cortical astro-

cytes (Figure S2E). Fetal brain astrocytes expressed regional

markers from across different brain regions, such as STMN2

(hindbrain), MEG3 (hypothalamus), and BCL11B (gangli-

onic eminence), which were not observed in the adult

cortical astrocytes (Figure S2E). Despite molecular similar-

ity to fetal astrocytes, hPSC-astrocytes presented an even

more diverse expression pattern of regional markers, sug-

gesting an early pre-specification stage (Figure S2E).

Functional characterization of human astrocytes

When co-culturing hPSC-astrocytes and controls with glu-

tamatergic cortical neurons for 8 days, multi-electrode

array (MEA) experiments showed enhanced neuronal ac-

tivity compared with neuron-only cultures. By day 8, neu-

rons co-cultured with astrocytes displayed robust electrical

activity (Figure S3A), as indicated by a larger number of

spikes (Figure S3B), higher average number of active elec-

trodes (Figure S3C), and robustness of spike intervals across

wells (Figure S3D) compared with neuron-only cultures.

Next, when astrocytes were co-cultured with glutamatergic

neurons for 21 days, the synaptic vesicle protein synapto-

physin (SYP) was expressed at higher levels. Similarly,

co-culturing resulted in stronger expression of vesicular

glutamate transporter 1 (VGlut1) and S100B, which sug-

gests a reciprocal cell maturation effect of both cell types

compared with monoculture conditions (Figure S3E). To

measure neuronal survival and neurite outgrowth, hPSC-

astrocytes were co-cultured with i3 neurons (Fernando-

pulle et al., 2018), stably expressing green fluorescent pro-

tein (GFP) in the nucleus and red fluorescent protein (RFP)

in the cytoplasm. To quantify neurite length, continuous

live-cell imaging was performed (IncuCyte). i3 neurons

co-cultured with astrocytes developed neurites with
trocytes
(serum free and 2% FBS) and comparison to previous studies after

imary human fetal astrocytes according to Zhang et al. (2016). Note
erived astrocytes (day 30) after adding 2% FBS to Astro-2 medium,
d area).
that was induced by 2% FBS (red boxed area in B).
he sample groups included in SRA batch correction from this study
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increased length (Figures S3F and S3G). Periodic acid-Schiff

(PAS) staining confirmed intracellular glycogen accumula-

tion (Figure S3H). Similar to their in vivo properties,

hPSC-astrocytes were able to remove extracellular gluta-

mate (Figure S3I) and also secreted human complement

factor C3 in response to an inflammatory cocktail

(interleukin-1b [IL-1b], tumor necrosis factor alpha

[TNF-a], and C1Q) (Figure S3J). The use of a fluorescence

imaging plate reader (FLIPR) revealed that hPSC-astrocytes

(day 30) can elicit calcium transients when stimulated with

KCl, ATP, and L-glutamate (Figure S3K). As a normal phys-

iological response, astrocytes can release intracellular cal-

cium through IP3 receptor 2 (IP3R2), expressed on the ER

(Sherwood et al., 2021). We tested ATP-induced calcium

transients after selective inhibition of IP3R and

observed a dose-dependent reduction in the calcium

response (Figures S3L and S3M). Astrocyte cultures also dis-

played slow spontaneous calcium transients spreading

across larger cell populations (Video S1), whichwas compa-

rable with control astrocytes (Video S2).

Epigenetic regulation of human astrogliogenesis

We mapped epigenetic changes by performing genome-

wide analyses of chromatin accessibility using the assay

for transponase-accessible chromatin with sequencing

(ATAC-seq) and DNA methylation by employing methyl-

ated DNA imunoprecipitation sequencing (MeDIP-seq) at

different time points (days 0, 7, 30, and 50). Distinct chro-

matin signatures were observed over the time course (Fig-

ure 5A). Global promoter accessibility, defined as the

average ATAC-seq signal in peaks 5 kb upstream or down-

stream of the transcription start site (TSS), increased as

iPSCs differentiated into RGCs and astrocytes (Figure 5B).
Figure 5. Genome-wide chromatin accessibility (ATAC-seq) and D
(A) PCA plot of differentiating iPSCs (NCRM5) harvested at different t
(ATAC-seq).
(B) Top row: average plots for all peaks across target promoter region
peaks within promoter regions.
(C) UCSC Genome Browser plots showing merged peak regions in RE
promoter remains accessible throughout differentiation. See the glob
days 30 and 50. The GFAP promoter region is open on day 50.
(D) Dot plot of chromatin accessibility, representing peaks of highes
(E) Normalized counts (RNA-seq) of gliogenic and neurogenic genes at
the entire differentiation process.
(F) PCA plot of samples used to study DNA methylation (MeDIP-seq).
(G) Dot plot of DNA methylation, showing peaks with highest varianc
NCOR2, and others.
(H) Top row: average plots for all peaks across target promoter regions
all peaks within CpG island regions.
(I) Heatmap of top 50 differentially methylated peaks in iPSCs (day
permethylated regions within genes (49 of 50) in astrocytes. See Figu
loci from this heatmap.
n = 3 independent astrocyte differentiation experiments for all datas
The overall number of peaks detected in promoter regions

was reduced (Figure 5B). We studied the gene loci of REST

(RE1 silencing transcription factor), amaster negative regu-

lator of neurogenesis involved in transcriptional repression

of neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells (Ballas et al., 2005;

Lunyak and Rosenfeld, 2005; Shi et al., 2004). The pro-

moter region of REST remained accessible, and REST tran-

scripts, as also confirmed by RNA-seq, were expressed

throughout the glial-specific differentiation trajectory

(Figures 5C and 5E). In contrast, the promoter and gene

body of pro-neuronal transcription factor NEUROGENIN1

(NEUROG1), known to induce neurogenesis and inhibit

gliogenesis (Sun et al., 2001), was inaccessible on days 30

and 50 (Figures 5C and 5E). The NFIA promoter was acces-

sible throughout all time points, whereas the NFIA gene

body was inaccessible in iPSCs (day 0) and RGCs (day 7)

and then became largely accessible in astrocytes (days 30

and 50) (Figure 5C). Finally, open chromatin at the GFAP

promoter was observed only in astrocytes on day 50 (Fig-

ure 5C), consistent with the onset of mRNA and protein

expression (Figures 2N, 3C, and S1D). Focusing on a set

of genes reported previously (Zhang et al., 2016), we iden-

tified two clusters (31 and 79 genes) with highly accessible

regions (Figure S4A). Gene enrichment analysis revealed

that the smaller cluster with the 31 genes annotated pro-

cesses such as ‘‘cell migration’’ and ‘‘cell motility’’

(Figures S4B–S4E). The larger cluster of 79 genes indicated

categories such as ‘‘cell cycle and ‘‘proliferation’’ (Figures

S4D and S4E). Analysis of open chromatin regions showed

highest chromatin accessibility for SOX9 and FAT1 on days

0 and 7, while SLC1A2 and SPARC showed highest accessi-

bility on day 30, and S100B and GFAPwere most accessible

on day 50 (Figure 5D).
NA methylation (MeDIP-seq)
ime points (days 0, 7, 30, and 50) to study chromatin accessibility

s defined as TSS ± 5 kb. Bottom row: heatmap representation of all

ST, NEUROG1, NFIA, and GFAP gene loci. Note that the REST gene
al closure of the NEUROG1 region and the global opening of NFIA on

t variance in genes expressed by RGCs and astrocytes.
different time points. Note that REST remains expressed throughout

e for genes associated with NOTCH and JAK/STAT signaling: mTOR,

defined as CpG island ± 1 kb. Bottom row: heatmap representation of

0) versus astrocytes (day 50). Note that most peaks represent hy-
re S5 for UCSC Genome Browser plots depicting representative gene

ets presented (NCRM5).
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Next, we studied DNA methylation changes over the

course of cell differentiation (Figure 5F). Global CpG island

hypermethylation, defined as the average MeDIP-seq

signal in peaks 1 kb upstream or downstream of the CpG

island region, was slightly reduced over the time course

of RGC and astrocyte differentiation, while the overall

number of peaks increased (Figure 5H). The correlation

analysis of peaks (Pearson coefficient) across all samples

showed more dramatic changes in chromatin accessibility

compared with methylation (Figures S5A and S5B). Of the

top 50 most differentially methylated regions between

iPSCs and astrocytes, 49 were hypermethylated in astro-

cytes (Figure 5I). Among these hypermethylated genes

were the pro-neuronal transcription factors IRX1 and

LHX5 (Cohen et al., 2000; Li et al., 2021) and several genes

involved in neuronal function (SHANK1, GPRIN1, and

JPH4) (Hogea et al., 2021; Hung et al., 2008)(Figure 5I).

Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 5 (S1PR5), a gene

involved in oligodendrocyte development (Jaillard et al.,

2005), and PHLDB1, a gene associated with glioma suscep-

tibility (Baskin et al., 2015), were also hypermethylated in

day 50 astrocytes (Figure 5I). Collectively, these analyses

substantiated an astrocyte-specific chromatin and methyl-

ation landscape (Figures 5I and S5C–S5H).

Next, we asked whether these methylation changes may

shed light on the cellular pathways that governastrogliogen-

esis. Focusing on the PCAof peakswith thehighest variance,

we analyzed the promoter regions of JAK/STAT, NOTCH,

PDGF, mTOR, and NCOR2 (Figure 5G). Components of

JAK/STAT signaling (STAT1, STAT2, STAT3, STAT4, and

EGFR), NOTCH (NOTCH1, NOTCH2, NOTCH3, and HES4),

and the tyrosine kinase receptor PDGFRBwere hypermethy-

lated at the RGC stage and then hypomethylated in astro-

cytes (Figure 5G).HES6 is an atypical HES gene that inhibits

HES1, which is required for activation of NEUROGENIN and

NEUROD (Murai et al., 2011).HES6was hypermethylated in

astrocytes (Figure 5I). Last, hypomethylation of mTOR and

NCOR2 genes on day 50, but not in immature CD44+ astro-

cytes (day 30) or RGCs (day 7) (Figure 5I), may indicate po-

tential roles during cell maturation. Indeed, unbiased

comparative analysis of the top differentially methylated re-

gions revealed that NCOR2 hypomethylation was the most

significant hit (Figure S4F). NCOR2 hypomethylation corre-

lated with increased chromatin accessibility and mRNA

expression on day 50. Other differentially hypomethylated

genes with potential roles in astrocyte maturation were

SYNJ2 and DLG5, which was also confirmed by transcript

expression (Figures S4F, S4I, and S4J).

Single-cell transcriptomics identifies new astrocyte

markers

To characterize the molecular underpinnings of RGC-to-

astrocyte transition, we performed single-cell RNA-seq
12 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–20 j August 8, 2023
(scRNA-seq) of astrocytes (day 50) and compared them

with control astrocytes and glutamatergic neurons. We

profiled the transcriptomes of 12,771 cells, and unbiased

clustering identified 11 transcriptionally distinct cell clus-

ters: 4 representing neurons and 7 representing astrocytes

(Figure 6A). Most cells in the astrocyte clusters were charac-

terized by expression of NFIA, HOPX, S100B, and GFAP,

while only a few cells expressed AQP4 and HEPACAM,

which are thought to bemarkers of moremature astrocytes

(Sloan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016). Neurons showed

strong expression of typical markers, including MAPT,

NSG2, STMN2, SYT1, ANK3, and NRXN1 (Figure 6B). Heat-

map analysis (top 10 genes per cluster) revealed more

consistent gene expression across neuronal clusters,

whereas astrocyte clusters were more heterogeneous

(Figures 6C and S6D–S6G). Next, we performed extensive

data integration with single-cell transcriptome data of the

developing human telencephalon (Nowakowski et al.,

2017). During early development, fetal astrocytes share

high transcriptomic similarity with RGCs (Figures S6A–

S6C). Data integration revealed 3 distinct clusters: radial

glia, astrocytes, and cortical neurons (Figure S6B). The uni-

formmanifold approximation and projection (UMAP) plot

revealed bidirectional propagation toward mature astro-

cytes because cells clustered close to human cortical radial

glia of dorsal (Figure S6B, red arrow) and the ventral gangli-

onic eminence (Figure S6C, blue arrow). This suggests that

the first emerging RGCs lack regionalization and do not

directly default into a cortical signature, which is consis-

tent with our specification analysis (Figure S2E). To charac-

terize astrocyte differentiation, we performed slingshot

analysis (Street et al., 2018) and identified three different

trajectories mapping transition of RGCs (pseudotime start-

ing point) into two branches representing astrocytes and

one ‘‘teleporting’’ RGCs to excitatory neurons because tran-

sitional states were not detected because our differentiation

method bypasses neurogenesis (Figures 6D and 6E). The

pseudotime starting point was marked by strong MKI67,

ASPM, and NUSAP1 expression in clusters 5 and 8, indi-

cating RGC and immature astrocyte identities (Figures

6A, 6C, and 6E). Progression of RGCs into astrocytes did

not lead to complete MKI67 downregulation, whereas

differentiated neurons were devoid of MKI67, suggesting

a postmitotic state (Figures 6F and S6D–S6F). To identify

new markers capturing RGC-to-astrocyte differentiation,

we correlated gene expression variation with each of the

cell types in pseudotime by performing trajectory-based

differential expression analysis (tradeSeq) (Van den Berge

et al., 2020). Along both astrocyte trajectories (Figure 6G,

trajectories 1 and 3, yellow and purple lines), we observed

induction of GFAP expression, while the neuronal

trajectory displayedMAP2 expression (Figure 6G, trajectory

2, green line). We subcategorized genes differentially



Figure 6. scRNA-seq analysis maps the fetal astrocyte signature and astrocyte maturation markers
(A) UMAP of 12,771 hPSC-derived neural cells showing 11 distinct cell clusters. Clusters are color coded, and dotted lines demarcate
different cell types.
(B) Feature plots for genes expressed by fetal and adult astrocytes and neurons.
(C) Heatmap for the top 10 genes expressed across clusters. Rows correspond to genes and columns to cells/clusters. Blue/yellow, low gene
expression; red, high expression. Note the clear difference between neuronal and astrocytic signatures.
(D) UMAP of 12,771 hPSC-derived neural cells color-coded by cell type. Blue, astrocytes generated in this study; green, control astrocytes
(Fujifilm CDI); red, glutamatergic neurons (Fujifilm CDI).
(E) Slingshot analysis maps 3 different trajectories of cell progression. Red, pseudotime start point; blue, pseudotime endpoint.
(F) Feature plots for the MKI67 and GFAP genes. Note that all pseudotime trajectories start within the clusters with high MKI67 and low
GFAP expression and progress to areas with high GFAP expression (1 and 3) or no GFAP expression (2, neurons).
(G) Gene expression dynamics relative to the previously identified trajectories performed using tradeSeq, showing GFAP induction along
trajectories 1 and 3 (astrocytes) and MAP2 induction along trajectory 2 (neurons).
(H–L) Genes representing surface markers, enzymes, cytoskeletal/scaffolding proteins, and others with differential induction in maturing
astrocytes but not neurons. Data are from 12,771 single cells obtained from experiments using differentiated astrocytes from hESCs
(WA09) and commercial products (iAstro and iGluta neurons, Fujifilm CDI). scRNA-seq data were analyzed in the Seurat R package.
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upregulated in astrocytes into 5 different categories: surface

markers, enzymes, cytoskeletal/scaffolding proteins, mem-

brane-vesicle trafficking, and ATP transporters (Figures 6H–

6L). Surface markers that were upregulated over the pseu-

dotime and indicative of astrocyte maturation were

CD59, CD63, CD81,GPM6B, andHLA-C (Figure 6H). Astro-

cytes also showed specific upregulation of enzymes
involved in glucose metabolism (ENO1), oxidative meta-

bolism (SOD1 and PRDX6), glutathione biosynthesis

(GSTP1), energy metabolism (CKB), and protein dephos-

phorylation (PHPT1) (Figure 6I). VIM, GFAP, and S100B

are well-established astrocyte markers, and our analysis

identified PALLADIN (PALLD) and CALDESMON (CALD1)

as astrocyte enriched (Figure 6J). CNN3 is a member of
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–20 j August 8, 2023 13
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the calponin family of actin regulators, highly expressed in

the mammalian brain, and involved in regulating the plas-

ticity of dendritic spines (Junghans and Herzog, 2018). The

receptor for activated C kinase (RACK1) is important for

maintenance of neural progenitors (Zhu et al., 2021).

CNN3 and RACK1 were strongly upregulated during astro-

cyte differentiation (Figure 6J). Similarly, the molecular

chaperone CLUSTERIN (CLU) and clathrin-associated

adaptor protein complex 1 (AP1S2) (Figure 6K) and specific

ATPases (ATP6A2 and ATP1B3) were strongly upregulated

during astrocyte differentiation (Figure 6L). Together, these

results uncover a set of novel markers that capture the

directed differentiation of RGCs into astrocytes. Many of

these genes are associated with neurodegenerative diseases

(e.g., SOD1,CLU,AP1S2, andATP1B3) andmay serve as bio-

markers and elucidate pathology.

Translational utility of hPSC-astrocytes

Next, we established a cellular model for Alexander disease

(AxD) using an iPSC line from a patient with a mutation in

codon 239 of the GFAP gene (729C > T) resulting in arg239-

to-cys mutation ARG239CYS (R239C) (Brenner et al.,

2001). Clinically, the patient presented with macroce-

phaly, andMRI scans showedwhitematter defects and ven-

tricular cysts. The patient experienced first seizures at the

age of 3.5 years and died at 6 years of age, with the diagnosis

confirmed by autopsy. Using this iPSC line, we generated

astrocytes expressing S100B and GFAP (day 50) and

compared them with astrocytes from a non-isogenic con-

trol line (Figure 7A). Confocal microscopy showed aberrant

morphology of AxD astrocytes with prominent GFAP+ ag-

gregates (Figures 7B and S7H), consistent with previous re-

ports (Jones et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018a). Ultrastructural

analysis revealed electron-dense material in the cytoplasm
Figure 7. Robotic biomanufacturing of human astrocytes for dise
(A) iPSC-derived astrocytes (S100B+, GFAP+) from an Alexander dise
isogenic control, NCRM5).
(B) AxD astrocytes showing typical GFAP+ protein aggregates and ab
(C) Electron microscopy of AxD astrocytes (day 50). Note the dark ele
(D) Electron micrograph of a multi-lamellar body. Note the multi-lame
arrow indicates mitochondria entering the lysosome (blue arrow).
(E) Black arrows indicate enlarged ER.
(F) Western blot showing elevated expression of markers for ER stress a
astrocytes versus control.
(G) Seahorse glycolysis stress testing glycolytic flux in AxD patient a
(Astro-3 medium). Glycolytic flux is measured as extracellular acidifica
n = 6 replicate wells per condition. Control (NCRM5), AxD patient (GM
(H) Glycolysis stress test after 24-h exposure to inflammatory cytokine
after glucose administration, and total glycolytic capacity, measured
compared control astrocytes. n = 6 replicate wells per condition. Con
(I) Schematic of the robotic workflow and scalable astrocyte produ
translational applications.
All data are presented as mean ± SD. Scale bars, 100 mm (A and B) a
of AxD astrocytes, representing pathognomonic protein

aggregates, the so-called Rosenthal fibers (Figure 7C). Other

pathological changes included multi-lamellar body forma-

tion (Figure 7D) and an enlarged ER (Figure 7E). In contrast,

these pathological phenotypes were not observed in

healthy control astrocytes (Figures S1J–S1L). Furthermore,

AxD astrocytes displayed an abnormal unfolded protein

response (UPR), as indicated by ATF4/ATG3 protein upre-

gulation. Elevated expression levels of the autophagy

marker LC3I/II, GFAP, and total TDP-43, which is associ-

ated with several neurodegenerative diseases, suggested

the presence of additional pathophysiologicalmechanisms

in AxD astrocytes (Figure 7F). Metabolic profiling (Sear-

horse XF Analyzer) revealed impairment in glycolysis and

glycolytic capacity in AxD astrocytes (Figures 7G and 7H).

To demonstrate that human astrocytes can be grafted,

neonatal and adult mice received iPSC-derived astrocytes

via unilateral injections, either intraventricular or cortical,

and the brainswere analyzed at 4 and8weekpost-transplan-

tation (Figures S7A–S7G). In all experimental groups, immu-

nohistochemical analysis revealed strong immunoreactivity

for the humancytoplasmmarker (STEM121) at the injection

sites as well different brains regions in the ipsi- and contra-

lateral hemispheres. Migratory astrocytes co-expressing hu-

man-specific GFAP (hGFAP; STEM123 antibody) and S100B

were widely distributed and detectable in the cortex (Fig-

ure S7B), corpus callosum (Figure S7C), hippocampus (Fig-

ure S7D), thalamus (Figure S7E), and blood vessels in the

brain parenchyma (Figure S7F). Quantitative analysis

showed that the highest number of transplanted human as-

trocyteswas detected inneonatal animals 8weeks post graft-

ing (Figure S7G). These experiments demonstrated that

hPSC-derived astrocytes engraft, migrate over long dis-

tances, and survive in vivo for several weeks.
ase modeling
ase (AxD) patient (GM16825) and an unaffected individual (non-

errant morphology.
ctron-dense material representing Rosenthal fibers.
llar structure surrounding organelles that are being digested. A red

nd autophagy. Note that total expression of TDP-43 is higher in AxD

strocytes and control astrocytes cultured under regular conditions
tion rate (ECAR). Data are normalized to total cell numbers per well.
16825).
s (TNF-a, C1Q, and IL-1a). Note the decreased glycolysis, measured
after oligomycin administration to block mitochondrial respiration,
trol (NCRM5), AxD patient (GM16825).
ction using the CompacT SelecT platform (Sartorius) suitable for

nd 500 nm (C–E).
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Last, clinically relevant protocols should enable large-

scale biomanufacturing of human cells from hPSCs. We

therefore automated our scalable astrocyte differentiation

protocol using the CompacT SelecT robotic cell culture

platform (Figure 7I). This approach, in combination with

the CEPT small-molecule cocktail (Chen et al., 2021),

enabled the routine production of up to 500 million astro-

cytes in a single manufacturing workflow, and astrocytes

could be cryopreserved on day 30 and used on demand

for various applications.
DISCUSSION

During development, the neural lineage generates the

three major cell types in a highly coordinated sequential

fashion: neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes (Row-

itch and Kriegstein, 2010). Astrocytes play crucial roles in

the normal and diseased human brain, but the precise

mechanisms of glial cell fate choice and differentiation

remain poorly understood. Here, we established a novel

strategy that differentiates hPSCs into RGCs and then

directly into astrocytes, obviating neurogenesis and oligo-

dendrogenesis. This stepwise method is based on bone

morphogenetic protein (BMP) inhibition and activation

of gliogenic pathways (Deverman and Patterson, 2009;

Namihira et al., 2009). Our study has several far-reaching

implications. First, generation of RGCs with improved

capability for neural rosette formation and transcriptomic

similarity to resident RGCs of the human fetal telenceph-

alon (Nowakowski et al., 2017) should leverage future

studies. RGCs were responsive to rostro-caudal patterning

cues and produced neurons and OLIG2-expressing cells

under different culture conditions. Therefore, generation

of bona fide RGCs could become an alternative to dSMADi

(Chambers et al., 2009) and applied to more faithfully

recapitulate CNS development in vitro.

Second, if highly controlled RGC differentiation into as-

trocytes is employed, then strong NFIA expression is ob-

tained on day 21 without long-term expansion of NPCs

or genetic manipulation (Tchieu et al., 2019). As one of

the contributing mechanisms for gliogenesis, we suggest

an activated EGF pathway in the absence of recombinant

EGF. Alternative culture conditions, including recombi-

nant EGF/FGF2 administration, promoted neurogenesis

and suppressed NFIA expression. Adding FBS to Astro-1/

Astro-2 medium induced expression of histone genes,

similar to a signature found in human fetal astrocytes.

Considering that FBS can contribute to cell maturation

or result in reactive astrocytes and that histone genes are

involved in various molecular processes (Burda et al.,

2022), future work is necessary to elucidate these findings.

Our approach confirmed a direct RGC-to-astrocyte differ-
16 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 18 j 1–20 j August 8, 2023
entiationmodel at the expense of neurogenesis. The chro-

matin state and expression of SOX9, NFIA, NFIB, and REST

and absence of neurogenic genes (e.g., NEUROG1/2/3)

across different time points was consistent with exclusive

astrogliogenesis. Previous single-cell studies of mouse and

human brain development have mapped early cortical

neurogenesis and neuronal subtype specification (Di Bella

et al., 2021; Eze et al., 2021), whereas differentiation tra-

jectories of human RGCs and early glial specification

remain understudied. Hence, our multi-omics datasets

represent an invaluable resource for studying human

gliogenesis.

Third, derived astrocytes remain immature relative to pri-

mary astrocytes from adult brains, which is consistent with

previous reports (Canals et al., 2018; Krencik et al., 2011; Li

et al., 2018b; Santos et al., 2017; Tchieu et al., 2019; Tcw

et al., 2017). Our findings suggest potential important roles

for NCOR-2, SYNJ2, and DLG5 in astrocyte maturation.

Finally, our demonstration of industrial-scale production

of patient- and disease-specific astrocytes may help to

deliver on the promise of iPSCs and leverage drug develop-

ment and personalized therapies for neurological and psy-

chiatric illnesses.
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described in the figure legends.

Bulk RNA-seq and scRNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and MeDIP-seq FASTQ

files have been deposited into the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) un-

der BioProject PRJNA769413. The code for sequencing data analysis

is available at https://github.com/cemalley/Jovanovic_methods

and https://github.com/jaro-slamecka/Jovanovic_astrocyte_scRNA-

seq. Public databases used include Gene Ontology 2019 (http://

geneontology.org/), ARCHS4 Tissues (https://maayanlab.cloud/

archs4/), and UCSC Cell Browser (https://cells.ucsc.edu/?

ds=cortex-dev). Public SRA datasets used were PRJNA412090,

PRJNA382448, PRJNA383243, and PRJNA297760.
Cell culture
The hESCs line (WA09), healthy donor iPSC lines (LiPSC-GR1.1,

GM25256 [WTC11], and NCRM5 from the NIH Common Fund),

and patient-derived AxD iPSCs (GM16825, Coriell) were
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maintained under feeder-free conditions using E8 medium and

VN-coated plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific, A14700). Cells were

routinely passaged using 0.5 mM EDTA diluted in phosphate-buff-

ered saline (PBS) without calcium or magnesium (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) when culture plates reached about 70%–90% conflu-

ency, typically every 3–4 days. For the initial 24 h after cell

passaging, E8 medium was supplemented with the CEPT cocktail

to optimize cell viability (Chen et al., 2021).
Astrocyte differentiation using Astro-1, Astro-2, and

Astro-3 media
Astro-1 medium was composed of DMEM/F12 medium supple-

mented with N2 (Gibco, 17502048), B27 without vitamin A

(Gibco, 12587010), 100 nM LDN-193189 dihydrochloride (Tocris,

6053), and the human recombinant proteins PDGF-AA (R&D Sys-

tems, 221-AA), JAGGED-1 (R&D Systems, 1277-JG), DLL-1 (R&D

Systems, 1818-DL), ONCOSTATIN M (R&D Systems, 295-OM),

LIF (R&D Systems, 7734-LF), and CNTF (R&D Systems, 257-NT)

(all at 10 ng/mL concentration).

Astro-2mediumwas composed of DMEM/F12 basemedium sup-

plemented with N2 (Gibco), B27 complete (Gibco, 17504044), 1%

lipid supplement (Gibco, 11905031), and the recombinant pro-

teins JAGGED1, DLL-1, ONCOSTATIN M, LIF, and CNTF (all at

10 ng/mL concentration) (R&D Systems).

Astro-3mediumwas composed of DMEM/F12 basemedium sup-

plemented with N2, B27 with vitamin A, 1% lipid supplement

(Gibco), and JAGGED1, DLL-1, LIF, CNTF (all at 10 ng/mL concen-

tration), hNRG1/EGF domain (20 ng/mL, R&D Systems, 396-HB),

2 mM forskolin (Tocris, 1099), 200 nM phorbol-12 myristate-13 ac-

etate (Tocris, 1201), 40 ng/mL triiodothyronine T3 (Tocris, 6666),

and 200 mM ascorbic acid (Tocris, 4055).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2023.06.007.
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